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by
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Dr. Rothman's research in the physiology and biochemistry of the skin from the dermatological point of view signaled a whole new approach to problems in the field. Now, he incorporates his findings into an over-all picture of the existing knowledge on the subject. The result is an absolutely essential, definitive reference work, and a stimulus to advanced research for years to come. Physiology and Biochemistry of the Skin is the only book which deals with all the physiological functions and biological processes of the skin. It is both important and unique.
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Pathology in General Surgery
By Paul W. Schafer, M.D.

A new approach to surgical pathology, magnificently illustrated with 368 full-color plates and 127 typical x-rays.

"... highly recommended."—Bulletin of Johns Hopkins Hospital.

"... superbly illustrated."—American Journal of Clinical Pathology.

"Dr. Schafer has gathered together in this text the finest collection of reproductions of gross and microscopic pathology to be published in one volume. Presented essentially for the clinician, the vivid illustrations portray disease processes with unmatched realism. The text is brief and lucid and essentially highlights the pathologic process brought out by the strikingly reproduced specimens... a gem to adorn every surgeon's library."—Surgery.
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